Aptean Verdiem
Surveyor
Power Management for Microsoft and Mac
As a power management solution for PCs, Macs, and Windows tablets,
Aptean Verdiem Surveyor provides a unified approach for IT device data
collection, policy management, administration, and analytics. Surveyor offers
the most accurate approach to energy management and measurement and
can reduce your IT energy costs up to 60%.

Optimize Savings and Improve Energy
Efficiency
Surveyor helps accurately measure computer and tablet energy
consumption, allowing you to enforce policies for greater energy
efficiency and optimize savings.
Surveyor delivers three IT efficiency solutions in a single integrated
product:
• PC Power Management – Reducing PC energy usage starts with
establishing a baseline of current energy usage data. Surveyor
automatically detects and groups devices to capture accurate
energy usage data and leverages the data to reduce power
consumption.
• Enterprise PC Wake – Surveyor reliably wakes the PC fleet for
security updates and patch management.
• End User Print Analytics – Uniquely monitor end user print activity
and compile actionable data for devices and the people who use
them.

Learn More
To learn more, contact your Account Manager or email us at
info@aptean.com.
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Benefits
• Improve security
and compliance by
achieving 95%+ wake
success for patching
• Increase energy savings
by an additional 3060%
• Reduce IT labor and
costs
• Streamline the
administration of
endpoint devices
• Enhance analytics
capabilities with
exhaustive reports that
use the very detailed
data collected on
energy usage, savings
opportunities and
underutilized devices
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Aptean provides very specific industries with very specific ERP, supply chain management,
and customer experience solutions. In today’s fast-paced, highly competitive economy,
organizations don’t have time to waste forcing homegrown software, spreadsheets, and
one-size-fits-all solutions to do things they were never designed to do. Aptean is on a
mission to end those workarounds – with industry-specific solutions instead of generic
software, expert support instead of making you go it alone, and a steady influx of new ideas
instead of the status quo. For more information, visit www.aptean.com.
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